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Record Linkage of Anonymous Databy Control NumbersW. Thoben, H.-J. Appelrath, S. SauerOFFIS, Westerstr. 10-12, D-26121 OldenburgSummary: The processing of personal data in information systems is of decisiveimportance in regard to data protection. Several applications exist where thepersonal identifying data make no di�erence but are needed for the record linkagewith other data sets. This paper describes a concept which enables to compareanonymous data and to ful�l the complex requirements of data protection in theprocessing.1. IntroductionThe right of access to personal �les means that everyone decides, in principle,for himself on the revelation and use of his personal data. This right is oneof the basic rights protected by constitution and should protect a personagainst the abuse of his personal data while the information technology isexpanding more and more.However there are applications in which this right competes with the need of apopulation-based data aggregation with the possibility to identify individualsand where no personal identifying data is needed for the processing. In thiscase a data record can be coded, i.e. to encrypte the personal identifyingdata or to separate it from the other data and to use only the anonymousdata.A decisive problem which follows from such a proceeding is to join di�erentanonymous data records. The primary criteria for searching in personalidentifying data are generally identifying features. But as well as they areof no account for the processing their use is not allowed in regard to dataprotection, so it is unalterable to develop a concept which does not use thesefeatures but nevertheless permits a record linkage.2. Cancer Registry Lower-SaxonyAn example for an application in which the personal identifying data makesno di�erence is an epidemiological cancer registry. The di�erent cancer reg-1
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istration models are described in (Schrage (1991), Gruner et al. (1989)).In cooperation with the institute OFFIS (Oldenburger Forschungs- und En-twicklungsinstitut f�ur Informatik-Werkzeuge und -Systeme) the concept ofProf. Michaelis (Michaelis and Krtschil (1992), Schmidtmann et al. (1993))is proved in the years 1993/94 in Lower-Saxony (Appelrath et al. (1993),Brand et al. (1993)). This concept, which is taken into account in the ac-tual bill of an Act for cancer registries (KRG (1994)), contains a registrationof cancer divided in a position of trust and a register. Personal reports tothe cancer registry are collected in the position of trust, where the personalidentifying data are separated from the epidemiological data. Applying apublic-key cryptosystem (using two keys - public key for encryption and se-cret key for decryption (Rivest et al. (1978)) the personal identifying datais encrypted. These anonymous reports are transfered to the register andcondensed to a population-based epidemiological cancer registry.Because each cancer case is repeatedly reported to the cancer registry andto increase the quality and quantity of the registry by integration of externaldata sets - e.g. information on the death certi�cates, reports from pathol-ogists - a record linkage of the anonymous data records has to be realizedin the register. At this point the problem is to recognize several anonymousdata records, which have to be attached to the same respectively di�erentpersons as the same respectively di�erent reports.3. Record linkage system3.1 Robustness of the record linkage systemA decisive aspect for the record linkage of data records is to guarantee therobustness of the record linkage system, if there should be errors in the plain-text. In this case several data records, which describe the same person, butinclude some di�erent identifying data, are matched to the same person. Thisso-called fault tolerance is opposed to the aim of a high discriminating power,i.e. to attach data records of di�erent persons even with negligible di�erencesin their identifying data to di�erent persons. Typical causes for di�erencesof natural language character strings, especially in personal identifying data,which result from errors during the registration or transfer of the personalidentifying data or incomplete or incorrect information about the person, are(Ultsch (1987), Gruner et al. (1989)):� Typing error: Writing or typing errors are mainly independent of anapplication and can be subdivided in four elementary error categories(missing, additional, incorrect character or transposition of characters).2
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� Phonetic misunderstandings and ambiguouses: Phonetic misun-derstandings can result during verbal transfer of information, especiallyduring the registration of personal data records from other than writtensources. A similar problem is represented by di�erent styles of equallysounding names (e.g. Meier or Meyer), where confusions conduct toambiguouses.� Di�ering information: Another error cause is di�ering informationin reports, which describe the same person. E.g. in one data recorda person with double name is registrated completely while in anotheronly one name is available. A similar problem are di�erent addresseswhen a person is migrated or has several places of residence.� Missing information: In this case the question is to recognize thesimilarity of data records and furthermore, which and how much miss-ing information in a data record is tolerable.3.2 Control numbersIn principle there is the possibility of a record linkage through the ciphertextsof single reports whereby already little errors in the plaintext cannot bedetected in the ciphertexts. Using a nondeterministic cryptosystem (addinga random number to the encryption to prevent chosen plaintext attacks),which is realized in the Cancer Registry Lower-Saxony, several identical datarecords of one person are enciphered to di�erent ciphertexts and, thus, theycannot be matched to one data record.One approach for a record linkage of data records is the use of control numbers(Michaelis and Krtschil (1992), Schmidtmann et al. (1993), Appelrath et al.(1993)), a deterministic encryption of characters of personal data records, e.g.name, birthname, address. The control numbers are generated in parallel tothe encryption of the personal identifying data by using a one-way function(deterministic function for which the inverse function cannot be practicallydeveloped). The identity of a person cannot be inferred from these controlnumbers. Decisive for the work with control numbers is the fact that theone-way function is deterministic, because several reports of the same personmust be represented by the same control numbers. Two types of errors occurin record linkage (Gruner et al. (1989)):� Homonyms: Reports of di�erent cancer cases are matched to thesame person, i.e. the control number (variable) of di�erent persons isassigned with the same value. 3
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� Synonyms: Di�erent reports of one cancer case are represented todi�erent persons, i.e. one control number (variable) is assigned withdi�erent values, in spite of the equality of the person.Causes for these errors are the typing errors, phonetic misunderstandingsand ambiguouses represented in section 3.1, but also the conception of thecontrol numbers - extracts of personal data records - can generate homonymsitself.The aim of the record linkage system is to �nd attributes or parts of themfor the speci�cation of control numbers, which produce minimal synonymsand homonyms. Therefore the similarity of data records must be de�ned inform of metrics respectively the development of suitable heuristics has to beforced (Newcombe (1985)).4. Examinations4.1 Examinated control numbersDuring the �rst examinations with the prototype of the record linkage systemin the course of the Cancer Registry Lower-Saxony 16 control numbers havebeen generated (Appelrath et al. (1993)), which can be - if required - adaptedrespectively reduced or completed. The following 6 control numbers arepresented exemplary:(1) surname, �rst name, date of birth, sex(2) surname[1], �rst name[1], date of birth, sex(3) soundex(surname), soundex(�rst name), date of birth, sex(4) ASCII-P(surname) + LEN(surname), ASCII-P (�rst name) +LEN(�rst name), date of birth, sex(5) surname[3], �rst name[3], month/year of birth, sex(6) surname[3], �rst name[3], year of birth, sexThe digit in the parentheses behind the attributes shows the number ofviewed places from the beginning of a word and the functions ASCII-P andLEN are de�nded as follows:� ASCII-P(string): sum of the ASCII-encoding of the characters,� LEN(string): number of characters of the string.On the one hand the control numbers are generated directly from the at-tributes of the data records (see (1), (2)), on the other hand by using functions(see (3), (4)), which try to recognize errors like a transposition of characters4
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(in this case the results of the functions SUM and ASCII-P are equal) or pho-netic misunderstandings with phonetic codes like soundex (Mresse (1984)).4.2 RatesSuitable measures to judge the quality of the control numbers have to bedetermined. In this case that are the rate of homonyms and the rate of syn-onyms, which are de�ned as follows:Given are n reports without synonyms, i.e. all n reports are from di�erentcases. A control number is generated for each of these cases and then thenumber of di�erently generated control numbers k is determined. The rateof homonyms H results from H = n�kn , the ratio of equally generated to thetotal number of all control numbers.To determine the rate of synonyms of a control number there are given n dif-ferent cases with 2 reports for each case. A control number is generated foreach of these 2n reports and the number of correct matches l is determined,i.e. in l of n cases the control numbers of both reports of a case processthe same value. The rate of synonyms S of a control number results fromS = n�ln , the ratio of all falsely matched to the total number of di�erentcases.4.3 Examinated data sets and examination processIn the �rst step of the project of Cancer Registry Lower-Saxony 3 data setsare examinated (Appelrath et al. (1993)):� Nachsorgeleitstelle Oldenburg (NLS): 13.269 data records,� death certi�cates from 1990-92 of the city Oldenburg (DC): 4.587 datarecords,� Ma.Ca.-death certi�cates from 1990-92 of the city Oldenburg and thedistrict Ammerland (Ma.Ca.): 88 and 47 data records.For all data records of the 3 data sets 16 control numbers are generated andare saved with the data records in a database. The control numbers of everydata record are compared with those of all other data records and in the caseof identity they are saved in a special database. Homonyms are calculatedby the comparison of each data record of a data set with every other datarecord of the same data set. Therefore, it is important that there are nosynonyms in these data sets. To determine the rates of synonyms by usingthe double registrated reports the 3 data sets are compared with each other.For the evaluation of the examinated control numbers all equal entities of a5
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control number are visually controlled by using the plaintext of the data sets.Thereby it is checked if both data records really describe the same person.In the following it can be determined for each control number,� how many similarities have been correctly recognized,� how many data records have been detected as similar but do not belongto the same person,� how many data records have not been detected as similar although theyshould describe the same person.5. Results5.1 General surveyWe have to distinguish between two kinds of record matching process: in-ternal record linkage (see tab. 1) to determine the rates of homonyms andexternal record linkage (see tab. 2) to determine the rates of synonyms. Un-der the section matches there is noted how many reports are related to atleast another one and with how many control numbers this correspondencehas been ascertained. NLS DC Ma.Ca.matchesdata records 387 74 0control numbers 596 123 0Table 1: internal matchesNLS-DC NLS-Ma.Ca. DC-Ma.Ca.matchesdata records 519 73 90control numbers 4.512 854 1.120errorsdata records 181 3 2control numbers 291 5 4Table 2: external matchesIn the table of internal matches every match is of course a fault. The totalnumber of examined data records produces the denominator for calculating6
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the rate of homonyms for each control number (e.g. NLS: 13.269).The table of external matches shows also the absolute numbers of matches.These cases have been visually controlled and the discovered wrong matches(synonyms) have been determined. The di�erence between matches andfaults (e.g. NLS-DC at tab. 2: 519-181 = 338) is the denominator for cal-culating the rate of synonyms for each control number because these are thedata records for which exactly two reports exist.5.2 Rates of homonyms and synonymsOn the base of the denominator from tab. 1 and tab. 2 and with furtherdetailed examinations of each control number the rates of homonyms andsynonyms have been determinated by using the de�nitions of chapter 4.2.control number NLS DC Ma.Ca.1 0 0 02 0,12 0,13 03 0 0 04 0 0 05 0,17 0,07 06 1,31 0,7 0Table 3: rates of homonymscontrol number NLS-DC NLS-Ma.Ca. DC-Ma.Ca.1 30,77 (20,41) 28,57 28,41 (11,36)2 7,69 4,29 03 18,34 (11,24) 8,57 19,32 (5,68)4 30,18 (19,82) 28,57 28,41 (11,36)5 10,36 7,14 5,686 8,88 5,71 5,68Table 4: rates of synonymsTab. 3 and tab. 4 show the percentages for the control numbers given inchapter 4.1. The numbers in parentheses within the table of synonyms markthe part of faults that are caused by a non-uniform registration of �rst namesin the di�erent data sets if more than one is entered in the original report.In principle the rates of synonyms are much worse than the rates of homonyms.7
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One reason is that these rates are a result of a comparison of two di�erentdata sets and therefore di�erent guidelines for registration. This fact showsespecially the faults that are exclusively caused by the non-uniform registra-tion of �rst names.Besides, you have to recognize that the rates inuence each other. Controlnumbers with a low rate of homonyms (e.g. control number (1), (3), (4)) havea considerably higher number of synonyms or vice versa. This is a�ected bythe fact that a control number with a slight rate of homonyms is character-ized by a high discriminating power while it generates more synonyms at thesame time. In contrast a control number with a low rate of synonyms has ahigh fault tolerance but it neglects the discriminating power. Therefore, theaim has to be to �nd a suitable mixture of control numbers that combineboth qualities.6. ProspectThe present examinations of anonymous data records have been exclusivelymade on the base of isolated control numbers. In fact the approach bymeans of control numbers seems to be promising but the results in chapter 5.2show that isolated control numbers cannot ensure reliable record linkage withminimal rates of homonyms and synonyms. So in a second step combinations(conjunctions of single control numbers) will be examined which guaranteeboth the aspect of discriminating power and a su�ciently high fault tolerance.The third step will then be the construction of rules (disjunctions) out ofsingle control numbers and combinations of them. As a result there will bea system of rules that ensures minimal rates of homonyms and synonyms.Furthermore, we have to consider other data sources to improve the validityof previous results. Especially the examination of synonyms should be forced,i.e. to �nd data sources with double registration of individuals and applythe methods of record linkage on them.Another aspect of further e�orts is improving the quality of registration. Theresults show remarkably the problems that arise by recording personal dataand so they form the basis for an improvement of the quality of data.ReferencesAPPELRATH, H.-J., THOBEN, W., RETTIG, J., and SAUER, S. (1993): CAR-LOS (Cancer Registry Lower-Saxony): T�atigkeitsbericht f�ur den Zeitraum 1.4.-1.11.1993. Oldenburg. 8
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